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AbstractMost constructive induction researchers focusonly on new boolean attributes. This pa-per reports a new constructive induction algo-rithm, called XofN, that constructs new nom-inal attributes in the form of X-of-N represen-tations. An X-of-N is a set containing one ormore attribute-value pairs. For a given in-stance, its value corresponds to the numberof its attribute-value pairs that are true. Thepromising preliminary experimental results, onboth arti�cial and real-world domains, showthat constructing new nominal attributes in theform of X-of-N representations can signi�cantlyimprove the performance of selective inductionin terms of both higher prediction accuracy andlower theory complexity.1 IntroductionA well-known elementary limitation of selective induc-tion algorithms is that when task-supplied attributesare not adequate for describing hypotheses, their per-formance in terms of prediction accuracy and/or theorycomplexity is poor. To overcome this limitation, con-structive induction algorithms [Michalski, 1978] trans-form the original instance space into a more adequatespace by creating new attributes. By contrast to newattributes, the task-supplied attributes are called prim-itive attributes.On real-world application domains, domain expertsuse three di�erent types of attributes: binary, nomi-nal, and continuous-valued attributes,1 to describe theirexamples and concepts. Di�erent types of attributeshave di�erent advantages. For example, boolean at-tributes are very simple; nominal and continuous-valuedattributes are complex but more powerful for represent-ing concepts. Note that attributes with more than twoordered discrete values can be speci�ed as either nominalor continuous-valued attributes.Most selective induction algorithms can accept at-tributes of these three kinds. However, many existing1Some more sophisticated attributes such as structuredattributes may be used, but here we talk about only thesethree most commonly used types of attributes.

constructive induction algorithms such as FRINGE [Pa-gallo, 1990] and CITRE [Matheus and Rendell, 1989]construct new boolean attributes only by using logicaloperators such as ^, :, and _. ID2-of-3 [Murphy andPazzani, 1991] creates, as new attributes, M-of-N repre-sentations stating whether at least M of N conditions aretrue. M-of-N representations are also boolean attributes.A few systems such as BACON [Langley et al., 1987]and INDUCE [Michalski, 1978] explore methods to con-struct new continuous-valued attributes using mathe-matical operators such as multiplication and division.Systems such as LMDT [Brodley and Utgo�, 1992] andSwap1 [Indurkhya and Weiss, 1991] construct linear dis-criminant functions as new attributes. To the best of theauthor's knowledge, few researchers have developed con-structive induction systems that construct new nominalattributes. One exception is that INDUCE, AQ17-DCI,and AQ17-MCI construct attribute counting attributesfor rule learning [Michalski, 1978; Bloedorn et al., 1993].They have ordered discrete values, but are used morelike continuous-valued attributes rather than nominal at-tributes (see section 6 for the di�erences from X-of-N).Subsetting used by C4.5 groups discrete values of a singleprimitive nominal attribute to form a new test [Quinlan,1993]. It can be thought as a method of constructingnew nominal attributes. The author knows of no otherdecision tree algorithm that constructs new nominal at-tributes.In this paper, we propose a new constructive induc-tion algorithm that constructs nominal attributes in theform of X-of-N representations. Our implemented sys-tem, called XofN, uses decision trees as its theory de-scription language. However, the idea of constructingnew nominal attributes in the form of X-of-N represen-tations is not limited to decision tree learning. It is notdi�cult to extend the idea to rule learning.The following section describes X-of-N representations.Section 3 presents the approach to constructing newnominal attributes in the form of X-of-N representationsand the constructive induction algorithm XofN. Section 4reports experimental results of XofN on several arti�cialand real-world domains. Section 5 further discusses theX-of-N representations and the XofN algorithm. Section6 discusses related work, and �nally, the paper concludeswith future work.1
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1 5Figure 1: A tree on the Monks2 domain2 X-of-N RepresentationIn short, an X-of-N is a set containing one or moreattribute-value pairs. For a given instance, the valueof an X-of-N representation corresponds to the numberof its attribute-value pairs that are true.De�nition 1 The X-of-N representationLet fAi j 1 � i � MaxAttg be the set of attributes of adomain, and for each Ai, fVij j 1 � j �MaxAttValig beits value set,2 where MaxAtt is the number of attributes,and MaxAttVali is the number of di�erent values of Ai.An X-of-N representation is a set, denoted as:X-of-fAVk j AVk is an attribute-value pair denoted as\Ai = Vij", 1 � k � N+; N � N+; 1 � N �MaxAtt g,where N+ is the number of attribute-value pairs in theX-of-N representation, called the size of the X-of-N rep-resentation, and N is the number of di�erent attributesthat appear in the X-of-N representation. The value ofan X-of-N can be any number between 0 and N .Given an instance, its value is X i� X of the AVk aretrue. An attribute-value pair AVk (Ai = Vij) is true foran instance i� attribute Ai of the instance has value Vij .Now, let us see an example of the X-of-N representa-tion. The target concept of the Monks2 problem [Thrunet al., 1991] is \exactly two of the six attributes havetheir �rst value". It can be represented using a tree asin Figure 1. The test at the root is a nominal X-of-Nrepresentation. Given instances h3, 2, 1, 2, 1, 2; +i andh2, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1; -i, its values are 2 and 5 respectively.As a nominal attribute, the X-of-N representation hasone main advantage over conjunction, disjunction, andM-of-N representations: stronger expressive power with-out expanding the search space.Many constructive induction algorithms such asFRINGE, CITRE, and CI [Zheng, 1992] use ^ and :as constructive operators. They can only indirectly rep-resent disjunctive concepts by using the negation of aconjunction. This makes it harder to construct new at-tributes in the form of disjunctions, especially on do-mains with primitive nominal attributes. Some algo-rithms also have _ as a constructive operator that makesit easier to create disjunctions. However, there arestill some other concepts such as parity concepts, at-least, exactly, at-most M-of-N concepts, and their possi-ble combinations, that cannot be e�ectively represented.ID2-of-3 and MoN [Ting, 1994] can only create at-leastM-of-N representations. From the de�nition, we can seethat X-of-N can directly represent all the following typesof concepts.2At the moment, the X-of-N representation is de�nedon binary and nominal attributes. Continuous-valued at-tributes are transformed into binary or nominal attributesby discretization.

� at-least M-of-N (as X-of-N in fM, M+1, ..., Ng3),� exactly M-of-N (as X-of-N = M),� at-most M-of-N (as X-of-N in f0, 1, ..., Mg),� parity (for even parity, as X-of-N in f0, 2, 4, ...g),� conjunction with internal disjunction (as X-of-N =N),� disjunction with internal disjunction (as X-of-N inf1, 2, ..., Ng), and� possible combinations of the above six types of con-cepts.Compared with M-of-N representations, the searchspace of X-of-N representations is smaller. This is be-cause to create an M-of-N representation, we must �rstsearch for N+ attribute-value pairs and then search fora value M. When the number N is large, searching fora good value M can be expensive. However, to cre-ate an X-of-N representation, we need only search forN+ attribute-value pairs. X-of-N representations haveas large a search space as conjunction and disjunctionrepresentations.One disadvantage of X-of-N representations is a \frag-mentation" problem. When X-of-N representations withlarge Ns are used as tests for decision trees, they quicklysplit training sets into a large number of small subsets.This makes it harder to �nd good tests for the subtrees.However, this situation occurs only when training setsare relatively small and target concepts are very com-plex in the sense that a few X-of-N representations arenot enough. If target concepts are not complex or hugedata sets are available, it is not a problem.3 Constructing New NominalAttributes for Decision TreesNow, let us describe how to create and use X-of-N repre-sentations in constructive induction. XofN uses the well-known decision tree learning algorithm C4.5 [Quinlan,1993] as its selective induction component. It consistsof a single process. As shown in Table 1, XofN builds adecision tree by constructing, at each decision node, onenew attribute based on primitive attributes using the lo-cal training set. If the new attribute constructed at anode is better than all primitive attributes and previ-ously created new attributes, XofN uses it as the test forthe node; otherwise discards it and uses the best of theprimitive attributes and previously constructed new at-tributes. After growing a tree, XofN applies the pruningmechanism used by C4.5 [Quinlan, 1993].Decision trees built by conventional tree learning al-gorithms such as C4.5 use a test based on one attributeat each decision node. They are called univariate trees[Brodley and Utgo�, 1992]. By contrast, XofN createsmultivariate trees in which tests can refer to multipleattributes. We call them X-of-N trees as X-of-N repre-sentations are used as multivariate tests. At each de-cision node, besides creating one new X-of-N attribute,XofN considers reusing X-of-N attributes constructed pre-viously for other decision nodes.Function \Construct-X-of-N( )" in XofN constructs thebest X-of-N representation using the local training set3This means that X-of-N equals M, or M+1, ..., or N.2



XofN-Tree(Aprimitive, Aactive, Dtraining, C)Input: Aprimitive: a set of primitive attributes,Aactive: a set of primitive and X-of-Nattributes for creating a testfor the current decision node,initialized as Aprimitive,Dtraining: a set of training examplesrepresented using Aactive,C: majority class at the parent node of thecurrent node, initialized as the majorityclass in the whole training set.Output: a decision tree,Aactive: modi�ed by adding one new X-of-Nattribute constructed at this point.IF (Dtraining is empty)THEN RETURN a leaf node labeled with CELSEf C := the majority class in DtrainingIF (all examples in Dtraining have the same class C)THEN RETURN a leaf node labeled with CELSEf Abest := Best-Attribute(Aactive, Dtraining)Anew := Construct-X-of-N(Aprimitive, Dtraining)IF (Anew is better than Abest)THENf Aactive := Aactive [ fAnewgAbest := AnewRewrite Dtraining using AactivegELSE Dispose of AnewUse Abest to partition Dtraining into n subsetsD1, D2, ..., Dn , one for each outcomeof the test formed using AbestRETURN the tree formed by a decision node withtest Abest and subtreesXofN-Tree(Aprimitive, Aactive, D1, C),XofN-Tree(Aprimitive, Aactive, D2, C),... ,XofN-Tree(Aprimitive, Aactive, Dn , C)gg Table 1: Kernel of the XofN algorithmat a decision node. It performs a simple greedy searchin the instance space de�ned by primitive attributes.The starting point of the search is an empty X-of-Nattribute. At each search step, it applies one of twooperators: adding one possible attribute-value pair ordeleting one possible attribute-value pair. To make thesearch e�cient, if possible,4 the deleting operator is ap-plied �rst. During the search, XofN creates and keepsthe best X-of-N representation for each possible size. Fi-nally, function \Construct-X-of-N( )" returns the best ofthe X-of-N representations retained.The information gain ratio5 is used as the evaluationfunction for comparing and selecting new attributes. To4If the size of an X-of-N representation is less than or equalto two, the deleting operator cannot be applied, because thebest X-of-N of size one has already been found.5As used by C4.5.

avoid creating very complex new attributes that mightover-�t the training data, another criterion is added,based on the coding cost of new attributes. By complex,we mean that an X-of-N representation has a large num-ber of attribute-value pairs.6 This kind of new attributesplits the training set into many subsets, so over-�ttingis likely to occur. We use a similar coding method de-scribed in [Quinlan and Rivest, 1989]. The coding costof a new attribute includes two parts. One is for codingthe new attribute itself. The other is for coding the ex-ceptions when applying the new attribute as a classi�erto the local training data at the current decision node.There is no weight added to either part. The newly con-structed X-of-N representation (new-X-of-N) will replacethe current best X-of-N (best-X-of-N) to become the bestone only if the following condition is true.(Gain-ratio(new-X-of-N) > Gain-ratio(best-X-of-N) ^Coding-cost(new-X-of-N) � Coding-cost(best-X-of-N)) _(Gain-ratio(new-X-of-N) = Gain-ratio(best-X-of-N) ^Coding-cost(new-X-of-N) < Coding-cost(best-X-of-N))With this condition, the algorithm accepts a new at-tribute with a higher gain ratio if its coding cost is nothigher. The algorithm also accepts a new attribute withthe same gain ratio but with a lower coding cost.The stopping criterion for searching X-of-N represen-tations is that the maximum possible size of X-of-N rep-resentations is reached. To reduce the search time, an-other restriction is applied: if no better new attributehas been found in �ve consecutive search steps,7 the al-gorithm terminates.From the de�nition of X-of-N representations, it mayseem that X-of-N representations can only be directlyconstructed from binary and nominal attributes. To dealwith continuous-valued attributes, the XofN algorithmhas a preprocessor that discretizes primitive continuous-valued attributes. In the current implementation, weuse a very simple method, although some better, butmore complex, methods could be used. When there aresome primitive continuous-valued attributes, XofN runsC4.5 on primitive attributes once and gets cut pointsfor continuous-valued attributes. Then it discretizes thecontinuous-valued attributes using the cut points. Thenew attribute construction is carried out on the dis-cretized attributes, binary attributes, and nominal at-tributes.4 ExperimentsThe most commonly used measures of the behavior oflearning systems are prediction accuracy of learned the-ories on test examples, theory complexity, and time com-plexity. Theory complexity (abbreviated to complexitylater in this paper) is the size of a learned theory. For arule set, it is the number of all conditions in the rule set.For a tree, it is the sum of sizes of all nodes of the tree.The size of a leaf is 1. The size of a decision node is 1 fora univariate tree, and is the number of attribute-valuepairs in the test of the node for a multivariate tree such6We talk about the situation that most primitive at-tributes in the X-of-N representation are di�erent.7This default setting is arbitrary, but it can be changed.There is no special reason for selecting \�ve".3



Domain Size No. of Attributes No. ofB N C T ClassesHeart Disease 303 0 0 13 13 2Hepatitis 155 13 0 6 19 2Liver Disorders 345 0 0 6 6 2Diabetes 768 0 0 8 8 2Breast Cancer 699 0 0 9 9 2Promoters 106 0 57 0 57 2Phoneme8 5438 0 7 0 7 52Stress9 5438 0 7 0 7 5Letter10 5438 0 7 0 7 163Tic-Tac-Toe 958 0 9 0 9 2Table 2: Description of real-world domainsas a tree built by XofN, ID2-of-3, or CI. Time complexityis the execution time needed by a learning algorithm. Wefocus here on the �rst two measures, accuracy and the-ory complexity, because time results of other algorithmsare not available or di�erent computers and/or program-ming languages are used. As far as the time complexityis concerned, XofN is much slower than the selective treelearning algorithm C4.5, but is still acceptable. For ex-ample, on a DEC AXP 3000/500 workstation, the cputime for XofN on the Cleveland Heart Disease domain(13 continuous-valued attributes, 2 classes, 303 cases) is14.8 seconds, while it is 0.2 seconds for C4.5. On theNettalk (Phoneme) domain (7 nominal attributes with27 di�erent values, 52 classes, 5438 cases), it is 9256.5seconds for XofN and 4.3 seconds for C4.5.To evaluate experimentally the e�ects of construct-ing new nominal attributes in the form of X-of-N repre-sentations, the results of XofN on a set of arti�cial andreal-world domains are given. For comparison, we alsogive the results of some other constructive induction al-gorithms: AQ17-HCI, AQ17-DCI, AQ17-MCI, ID2-of-3,and our algorithm CI [Zheng, 1992]. CI creates newattributes for decision trees by using conjunctions ofconditions from production rules generated by C4.5rules[Quinlan, 1993]. The default option setting of CI is usedhere. To create a new attribute, CI chooses two con-ditions, which are near the root of a tree, from a rule.With this setting, CI constructs new attributes basedon two primitive attributes, and identi�es relevant at-tributes [Zheng, 1992]. The results of C4.5 are given forreference.4.1 Experimental domains and methodsThree Monks domains [Thrun et al., 1991] are chosenbecause they are well-studied. There are published re-sults for more than 25 di�erent learning algorithms onthem. They represent three di�erent types of learningtasks with two binary and four nominal attributes. Tomake the Monks2 problem harder, especially for simpleM-of-N learning methods, [Bloedorn et al., 1993] creates8There are �fty four English phonemes, but phonemes for\Word Boundary" and \Period" do not appear in the dataset.9There are six English stresses, but one for \Word Bound-ary" does not appear in the dataset.10The number of all possible phoneme-stress pairs that ap-pear in the dictionary of 20008 words is 163.

the \Noisy and Irrelevant Monks2" problem by adding5% random classi�cation noise (by inverting the classes)in the training set, and adding seven random �ve-valueirrelevant attributes in both the training and test sets.There is no classi�cation noise in the test set. On allthese four domains, the �xed training set (a subset ofthe whole universe) and test set (the whole universe) aregiven by the problem designers. In our experiments, wefollow this methodology and run experiments once onthe given training set and test set for each domain.In addition, ten real-world domains are used, on whichM-of-N like concepts are expected to be found [Spack-man, 1988]. They are �ve medical domains (Cleve-land Heart Disease, Hepatitis, Liver Disorders, PimaIndians Diabetes, and Wisconsin Breast Cancer), onemolecular biology domain (Promoters), three linguis-tics domains (Nettalk(Phoneme), Nettalk(Stress), andNettalk(Letter)), and one game domain (Tic-Tac-Toe).All are from the UCI repository of machine learningdatabases [Murphy and Aha, 1994]. Table 2 gives a briefsummary of the domains, including the data set size, thenumber of binary (B), nominal (N), continuous-valued(C), total (T) attributes, and the number of classes.Phoneme and Stress are two basic subproblems of theNettalk domain. Letter is a combination of them. Theirtasks are mapping a letter in an English word into aphoneme, a stress, and a phoneme-stress pair respec-tively. Following the method used in [Dietterich et al.,1990] we generate data sets by using a window of length7, but use the 1000 most common English words.On each real-world domain, a 10-fold cross-validation[Breiman et al., 1984] is conducted. In all the experi-ments reported here, C4.5, CI, ID2-of-3, and XofN arerun with their default option settings, and are run onthe same partitions for all the domains. No parameter-tuning is done here. Pruned trees are used for all thefour algorithms.4.2 Experimental resultsThis subsection compares the performance of the XofNalgorithm with AQ17-HCI, AQ17-DCI, AQ17-MCI, CI,ID2-of-3, and C4.5.The Monks domainsTable 3 summarizes the accuracy (Acc) and complexity(Com) of C4.5, AQ17-DCI, AQ17-HCI, CI, ID2-of-3, andXofN on three monks problems. The results of AQ17-DCI and AQ17-HCI are from [Thrun et al., 1991]. TheTable shows that only XofN solves all three problemswith correct representations. As we expected, XofN �ndsa perfect representation of the target concept on Monks2.To explore how noise and irrelevant attributes a�ectthe performance of learning algorithms on the Monks2domain, we give our results of C4.5, CI, ID2-of-3, andXofN, and the results of AQ17-DCI, AQ17-HCI, andAQ17-MCI from [Bloedorn et al., 1993] in Table 4. OnlyXofN learns the correct concept. Because of noise, thelearned concept is not the perfect representation. In-stead, XofN �nds two new attributes X-of-fA4 = 1g andX-of-fA1 = 1; A2 = 1; A3 = 1; A5 = 1; A6 = 1g. How-ever, it is still the most concise representation amongthose learned by these algorithms except for C4.5 and4



Algorithm Monks1 Monks2 Monks3Acc Com Acc Com Acc ComC4.5 75.7 18 65.0 31 97.2 12AQ17-DCI 100 NA 100 NA 94.2 NAAQ17-HCI 100 NA 93.1 NA 100 NACI 100 14 67.1 22 95.8 14ID2-of-3 100 18 98.1 24 97.2 21XofN 100 17 100 13 100 9Table 3: Accuracy (%) and ComplexityAlgorithm Accuracy (%) ComplexityC4.5 67.1 1AQ17-DCI 81.5 122AQ17-HCI 42.1 55AQ17-MCI 90.2 23CI 67.1 1ID2-of-3 55.6 67XofN 100 15Table 4: On the Noisy and Irrelevant Monks2 domainCI which return a tree having only one leaf. This illus-trates that XofN can, to some extent, tolerate irrelevantattributes under conditions of noise, but this matter re-mains to be explored further.The real-world domainsTo demonstrate that the XofN algorithm can work wellon real-world domains as well as arti�cial domains,Tables 5 and 6 give the performance of XofN on tenreal-world domains. It uses only C4.5, CI, and ID2-of-3as references, since very few directly comparable resultsof other constructive induction algorithms are availablefrom publications. Each value given is the average ofa ten-fold cross-validation. It is worth mentioning thatLFC [Ragavan and Rendell, 1993] achieves higher pre-diction accuracy (78.8%) than XofN on Pima IndiansDiabetes domain (see section 6).To compare accuracies of XofN, ID2-of-3, CI, andC4.5, a two-tailed pairwise t-test is used. In Table 5,boldface indicates that CI, ID2-of-3, or XofN is betterthan C4.5 with the signi�cance level of above 95%, while* and # denote that XofN is better than ID2-of-3 andCI respectively at the 95% signi�cance level.On seven out of ten domains, XofN achieves a signi�-cant improvement on prediction accuracy over C4.5. Onthe other three domains, the di�erences are not signi�-cant. The reason why XofN does not work well on thesedomains might be that there are no X-of-N representa-tions in them, or there are some but XofN cannot �ndthem due to the simple search strategy of the currentimplementation. Table 5 also shows that ID2-of-3 is sig-ni�cantly better than C4.5 on four domains, and thereis no signi�cant di�erence on the other six domains. CIis signi�cantly better than C4.5 on six domains, signif-icantly worse on the Nettalk(Letter) domain, and thereis no signi�cant di�erence on the other three domains.Compared to ID2-of-3, XofN is signi�cantly better onfour domains and there is no signi�cant di�erence onthe other six domains. Compared to CI, XofN is signif-icantly better on six domains. The di�erences on the

Domain C4.5 CI ID2-of-3 XofNHeart Disease 73.3 77.8 76.8 79.8Hepatitis 78.2 83.4 77.0 79.4Liver Disorders 62.1 62.4 63.2 *#70.1Diabetes 71.5 73.5 69.2 70.8Breast Cancer 94.8 95.8 94.4 94.9Promoters 76.3 81.0 87.6 #88.5Phoneme 81.1 82.3 83.1 #83.9Stress 82.7 83.8 86.2 *#87.6Letter 73.7 65.6 75.1 *#76.9Tic-Tac-Toe 84.7 94.2 94.9 *#98.4Table 5: Accuracy(%) on the real-world domainsDomain C4.5 CI ID2-of-3 XofNHeart Disease 49.8 16.1 62.2 41.1Hepatitis 13.6 10.1 24.6 13.4Liver Disorders 79.4 28.1 108.9 89.1Diabetes 128.8 41.6 191.4 153.6Breast Cancer 20.6 15.0 37.3 26.3Promoters 22.6 15.0 11.2 13.9Phoneme 2339.2 1634.5 1188.4 1506.0Stress 2077.3 1074.1 961.5 739.6Letter 3394.9 1024.9 1654.8 2242.4Tic-Tac-Toe 128.5 82.0 95.8 42.8Table 6: Complexity on the real-world domainsother domains are not signi�cant.11 On seven out often domains, XofN achieves the highest accuracy amongthe four algorithms. As far as the complexity is con-cerned, on most domains, XofN can learn a more concisetree than C4.5, especially on those domains where XofNachieves a higher accuracy. Compared to ID2-of-3, XofNlearns smaller trees on seven out of ten domains.5 DiscussionIt has been found that XofN works quite well on a set ofarti�cial and real-world domains. We expect that XofNcan be applied to domains containing M-of-N concepts,such as biomedical domains [Spackman, 1988], linguisticdomains, and domains containing parity concepts foundfor example in digital logic circuit design. To apply XofNto domains containing complex DNF concepts with longterms, some mechanisms are necessary to overcome the\fragmentation" problem. One approach is using subset-ting of C4.5 [Quinlan, 1993]. Two other possible solu-tions are using subranging and building decision graphs[Oliver et al., 1992] instead of decision trees. Subrang-ing is similar to subsetting but also considers the order ofthe values of X-of-N representations. Subranging reducesthe number of outcomes of an X-of-N test by combiningsome adjacent values of the X-of-N representation whichare identical in terms of splitting data sets.At the moment, XofN uses the cut points found byC4.5 to discretize primitive continuous-valued attributes.11On the Diabetes domain, the signi�cance level of the dif-ference between CI and XofN is less than 95%, although thesigni�cance level of the di�erence between CI and C4.5 isabove 95% and the average accuracy of C4.5 is higher thanthat of XofN. The reason is that the accuracy of XofN ishigher than that of CI in some folds.5



Other discretization methods that can be used are multi-interval discretization methods [Catlett, 1991; Fayyadand Irani, 1993], supervised/unsupervised methods [Vande Merckt, 1993], and an entropy method [Ragavan andRendell, 1993]. The current XofN discretizes continuous-valued attributes statically in the sense that discretiza-tion occurs before new attribute construction. An alter-native is dynamic discretization, i.e. doing discretizationwhile constructing new attributes. This method mightbe able to create good discretizations but with an in-creased computational complexity.Up to now, we have concentrated only on treat-ing X-of-N representations as nominal attributes. Be-cause their values are ordered, however, they can alsobe treated as continuous-valued attributes. Since thestandard decision tree based learning algorithms trans-form continuous-valued attributes into binary tests, thecontinuous-valued X-of-N should work well when the tar-get concept requires X-of-N representations with only onecut point (M-of-N concepts). However, on domains re-quiring X-of-N representations with more than one cutpoint, the continuous-valued X-of-N has weaker expres-sive power than the nominal X-of-N. For details on thisissue, please see [Zheng, 1995].6 Related WorkThe closest related work is ID2-of-3 [Murphy and Paz-zani, 1991]. It constructs new binary attributes in theform of M-of-N representations, while XofN constructsX-of-N representations. When building a decision tree,both ID2-of-3 and XofN construct one new attribute foreach decision node using the local training set. Insteadof building trees, MoN [Ting, 1994] creates M-of-N rules.The production rule learning algorithms INDUCE[Michalski, 1978], AQ17-DCI, and AQ17-MCI [Bloedornet al., 1993] use the counting operator12 #VarEQ(x) toconstruct new attributes that count the number of at-tributes in an instance which take the value x. Forprimitive boolean attributes, a boolean counting oper-ator takes a vector of n boolean attributes (n � 2) andcounts the number of true values for an instance. LikeX-of-Ns, new attributes constructed by these two opera-tors have ordered discrete values. However, when usedto generate production rules, they are treated more likecontinuous-valued attributes than nominal attributes.13The boolean counting attribute is a special case of the#VarEQ(x) attribute, while the #VarEQ(x) attribute isa special case of the X-of-N representation.Most hypothesis-driven constructive induction al-gorithms such as FRINGE [Pagallo, 1990], CITRE[Matheus and Rendell, 1989], CI [Zheng, 1992], andAQ17-HCI [Wnek and Michalski, 1994] construct andselect a set of new attributes based on the entire train-ing set. This strategy has a shortcoming: new attributesthat have high values of the evaluation function for theentire training set might have lower values than otherunselected new attributes for a training subset after a12In INDUCE, it is called #v COND.13Generated rules have the form like (#VarEQ(1) >= 3)[Thrun et al., 1991, p11].

part of a decision tree or a rule set has been created[Matheus and Rendell, 1989]. To overcome this, XofNconstructs one new attribute using the local training setfor each decision node. Therefore, the new attribute con-structed by XofN at each decision node is the best one inXofN's search space in terms of the evaluation function.Another di�erence between XofN and these algorithmsis that the latter interleave the theory learning phaseand the process of building new attributes, and generatenew attributes by analyzing the theory learned previ-ously, while XofN has only one iteration and constructsnew attributes by analyzing data.Like ID2-of-3 and XofN, LFC [Ragavan and Rendell,1993] is also a data-driven constructive induction algo-rithm that builds multivariate trees, but it uses negationand conjunction as constructive operators. LFC createsone conjunction for each decision node by using a di-rected lookahead search. It achieved quite high predic-tion accuracy on a couple of real-world domains such asPima Indians Diabetes, but the problem is that it has asensitive parameter \Lookahead Depth" which needs tobe set when applied to a domain. Another multivariatetree learning algorithm is LMDT [Brodley and Utgo�,1992] that generates a linear machine at each decisionnode when building a tree.7 Conclusions and Future WorkSelective induction algorithms build their theories byselecting primitive attributes and are thus limited forhard tasks whose primitive attributes are not su�cientfor, or directly relevant to, representing the theories.To overcome this problem, constructive induction algo-rithms use various methods to generate powerful newattributes. However, most algorithms construct only bi-nary attributes, while domain experts use binary, nom-inal, and continuous-valued attributes to describe theirtasks. From this point, we �rst proposed a rich knowl-edge representation means, namely X-of-N representa-tions, and then gave a new constructive induction algo-rithm XofN. It generates X-of-N representations as newnominal attributes for decision trees using a data-drivenconstructive strategy.The experiments illustrate the learning power of theXofN algorithm on some arti�cial and real-world do-mains in terms of both higher prediction accuracy andlower theory complexity. In addition, it has been shownthat XofN can achieve higher accuracy on some domainsthan other constructive induction algorithms that con-struct, as new attributes, conjunctions or M-of-N repre-sentations.However, the current XofN is a preliminary imple-mentation. A lot of research is worth doing and someis in progress. Examples are exploring more appro-priate evaluation functions for comparing and selectingX-of-Ns, other search methods, other discretization meth-ods for continuous-valued attributes, and implement-ing subranging and decision graph algorithms. In addi-tion, examining XofN's ability to tolerate missing values,noise, and irrelevant attributes should be interesting.6
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